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Werner Hanf 

Managing Director, NetCologne 

“ZyXEL supplies us with technology that has 

not previously been available in Germany. It’s 

a pleasure that we could realise this strategic 

cooperation with a company from Asia.” 

Fast Fibre Networks Partnership 
German Internet Provider NetCologne has teamed up with 
ZyXEL to complement high-performance FTTB networks 
with ZyXEL VDSL2 technology.

Front-line Technology

Werner Hanf, Managing Director of 

NetCologne states: “CityNetCologne is a 

network which is unique in Germany. 

Today, comparable networks can only 

be found in a small number of European 

cities and in Asia. So it’s a pleasure that we 

could realise this strategic cooperation with 

a company from Asia. ZyXEL supplies us 

with technology that has not previously 

been available in Germany.” Markus 

Schanz, ZyXEL Deutschland GmbH’s 

Managing Director, comments on the 

cooperation: “This is ZyXEL’s fi rst VDSL 

project of this kind and size in Germany. 

It is an outstanding opportunity for us 

to implement our global technological 

know-how. Our strength in this technology 

puts us in a position to execute the specifi c 

demands of NetCologne in an extremely 

short period of time.” The new network has 

certainly pleased customers demanding 

more bandwidth for downloads, VoIP and 

IPTV applications. NetCologne now plans 

to further expand the CityNetCologne 

network.  

Open up Last Mile

ZyXEL Communications has teamed up with 

the German regional telecommunication 

company, NetCologne, in an innovative 

partnership to build a robust high-

performance fi bre-based network in 

Cologne. NetCologne is expanding its 

network activities and has chosen ZyXEL as 

its technology partner. This newly-

established “CityNetCologne” network, 

which is under continual expansion by this 

regional carrier in Cologne, off ers its 

customers Internet connections with 

connection speeds of up to 100Mbps. 

NetCologne’s fi bre network reaches right 

into customers’ locations and therefore 

provides total independence from the so- 

called “last mile”. This achieves a high level 

of fl exibility which NetCologne customers 

profi t from not only in terms of price/

performance but also in service quality.

DSLAM and End-user Clients

ZyXEL has supplied NetCologne with a 

complete hardware solution which 

includes mini DSLAMs and end-user clients. 

NetCologne has chosen to form a partnership 

with ZyXEL based on ZyXEL’s long-standing 

experience with the VDSL2 technology. 

ZyXEL‘s hardware solution is extremely 

fl exible and can be easily expanded to meet 

customers’ growing demands. Due to the 

high-speed requirement for the networks 

NetCologne is implementing, fast delivery 

is also a crucial issue which ZyXEL can 

fulfi l. Optimal coordination and technical 

liaison on products are further criteria for 

NetCologne’s choice of technology partner.
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